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Somewhere in Between is a group exhibition consisting of twenty-four LA-based artists whose work
engage with concepts of language, culture, memory, and a sense of self, place and history. Through the
use of various media, including video, photography, ceramics, painting, found objects, and
textiles among others; these artists combine different elements, and translate one culture, or code, into
another. Hybridity informs the exhibition as it crosses between separate generations, geographies,
practices and fields.

The title Somewhere In Between refers to a collaborative video series that curator and artist Bia Gayotto
made about what it feels like to navigate between multiple places and cultures. The desire to make this
series came from her own background as a dual Brazilian-American citizen. Likewise, the works in this
exhibition make reference to each artist’s life story or cultural background, visualizing the complexities
of transnational identity and globalization. Together these artworks evoke an idea of liminal space, or a
third space, where multiple things come together to produce a new thing. The blending of two or more
cultures to produce a third is a fundamental part of our cultural identity-- an interstitial space of social
and human relationships that propose new narratives and possibilities of exchange.
Somewhere in Between address Los Angele’s dynamic multi-ethnic and -cultural fabric, and
consequently reflects on the international composition of this city’s current creative scene. Works on
view present the talents of noteworthy visual, multimedia and performance artists who originate, or
identify culturally, with either Europe, the Middle East, Asia, Africa, Mexico, Central or South America,
while simultaneously, integrating this part of themselves with their U.S./American experience. Together
these artists promote multinational perspectives that bring distinct cultures together, helping audiences
perceive what it is to be “American” in a new light, while also offering the opportunity to understand the
values and perspectives of others.

Contemporary art is a globalized phenomenon fostered by an ever-growing network of relationships.
Like fitting together parts of a puzzle, the exhibition puts works in dialogue with each other in ways that
mixes ideas, techniques and materials. The exhibition’s seven thematic groupings -- Redefining
Histories; Loss, Longing and Legacy; Appropriation and Cultural Hybridization; Shifting Identities and
Cultural Exchange; Globalization, Commodification and Trade; The Politics of War and Occupation;
Migration, Borders and New Perspectives-- overlap qualities that aspire to transform how audiences
experience them.
Somewhere in Between invites visitors to chart their own route in exploring the works of art, and to freely
ask questions and pursue connections that they find most intriguing. Through a dialogue between
various artistic disciplines and cultural scenes, this exhibition creates a space for exchange encouraging
audiences to reflect on the ways in which we imagine, understand and engage with the world and with
others.
Co-curated by Bia Gayotto and Michele Cairella Fillmore
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